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Extensive scope or coverage The research group conducted surveys and in-depth interviews with petitions. Thorough, largely, with intensity Most intimate or private To have or show clear insight In a complete or absolute degree (of a measurement) Extend a certain distance from the top, surface or outer edge (of
statements or instructions) Precise and clear In a thorough or thorough manner In a comprehensive, exhaustive or comprehensive way page 2 \ (ˈdepth \ Synonyms all-embrace , all-in [mainly British], all-inclusive, broad gauge (or broad-gauge), compensating, complete, comprehensive, cover-all, cyclopedic, embracing,
encyclopedic, exhaustive, full, global, inclusive, omnibus, panorama, thorough, universal visit thesaurus for more copyright © 2020 Multiply media, LLC. All rights reserved. The materials on this website may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the prior written permission of
Multiply. The distance from the top or surface to the bottom of something He thought he swam about a hundred meters before testing the depth of the river again, this time with better results. Complexity and depth of thought Novelty is not synonymous with the depth and depth of insight. Comprehensive and detailed
study or knowledge The depth of knowledge required to follow the implications and consequences of such a broad and far-reaching policy is frightening. A point far below the surface Inside, churning, molten rock is found in the depths of the core. The lowest point, level or part (of any) Complexity and depth of thought
This book is a work of great depth. Color intensity The blue base gives the red paint more depth. The degree of intensity of a feeling or belief the size, length or amount of something, as established by measuring the longest point or limit of any property to be abstruse The middle part or point A sudden or steep fall or pour
the Infernal pit Added dimension of depth Measurement of depth of waterfor beings Measure, standard Density or compression +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Terms‧Privacy‧AdChoices‧RSS‧HelpAbout responses‧Guidelines for users‧Leaderboard‧Knowledge Partners‧Points and
levelsSend feedback‧ Copyright © 2020 Multiply Media, LLC. All rights reserved. The materials on this website may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the prior written permission of Multiply. Outside the mathematics class, context usually guides our choice of vocabulary:
the length of a string, the width of a doorway, the height of a flagpole, the depth of a pool. But by describing rectangles or brick-shaped objects, the choice of vocabulary seems less clear. Q: Should we mark the two dimensions of a rectangle length and or width and height; or even length and height? Is there a proper use
of the terms length, width, height and depth? Rectangles of various shapes and positions. The choice of vocabulary here is entirely about clarity and lack of ambiguity. Mathematics does not prescribe rules on the proper use of these terms for that context. In mathematics as elsewhere, the purpose of specialized
vocabulary is to serve clear, unambiguous communication. In this case, our natural way of speaking on us provides some guidelines. Length: If you choose to use the word length, it should refer to the longest dimension of the rectangle. Think about how you will describe the distance along a road: it is the long distance,
the length of the road. (The words along, long and long are all related.) The distance across the road tells how wide the road is from one side to the other. It's the width of the road. (The words wide and width are also related.) When a rectangle is drawn tilted on the side, like this, it is usually clear to mark the long side
length and the other side width, as if you marked a way. Oblique rectangle. Height: When a rectangle is drawn with horizontal and vertical sides, the word height makes it clear which dimension is intended; labels how high (how high) the rectangle is. It makes it easy to set the second dimension—how wide the rectangle
is from side to side—using the width of words. And if the side-to-side measurement is greater than the height, it is also acceptable to call it the length of the rectangle, as it does not create confusion. Rectangles of different directions. Note that in this case, when the height is used, comparative size does not matter.
Because the height is always vertical, either the measurement, width or height can be greater. When the word height is used with the base, it has a specific meaning that does not necessarily refer to a vertical measurement. For some non-rectangular shapes, the terms length, height or width will remain unclear, show
explicitly what you mean and refer to it as this distance or this measurement. Three dimensions When naming the dimensions of a three-dimensional shape, the only rule makes sense and be ready. It will help to use labels. When the shape is level, the height clearly refers to the vertical dimension – how high the figure is



– regardless of whether this dimension is largest or least or something in between. length (if you use the word) refers to the longer of the other two dimensions. But you can also refer to the other dimensions as width and depth (and these are pretty much interchangeable, depending on what seems broad or deep about
the figure). See these examples. When the height would be unclear , for example, if the figure is not level - people may not know what is meant by width, depth or height without although the length is generally still assumed to refer to the longest measurement on the figure. And, as in two dimensions, concepts such as
length, width and height will not feel natural or be ready for some forms, like a tennis ball. What's in a word? Length, width, height and depth are nouns are derived from adjectives long, wide, high and deep. They follow a common English pattern that involves a vocal change (often to a shorter vowel) and the addition of
th. (The lonely t in height is modern. Stale forms include heighth and highth, and it's still common to hear people pronounce it that way.) wide deep high wide width depth height width Other English adjective-noun pairs are related in this way, too: eg tail as in tail and cordial and health (but tail, except in this expression, is
now mostly replaced by healthy). Select Proxy ServerUnited StatesUnited KingdomGermanyFranceSpainAutomatic Connecting to nearest server Select deviceMicrosoft WindowsXboxiOSAndroidmacOS Select how much Robux9999,99999,99999Verifying usernameGenerating NowFree Robux Transfer to your account
fails. Our system has detected some unusual activity. Please confirm that you are a human being by clicking the Confirm Now button below. After verification our generator tool will transfer robux to your account in minutes. In this post, I'm going to show you step by step on how to use free robux generator tool. Roblox is
a fantastic platform for gaming creation. It's one of the platforms that now even competes for Minecraft and Roblox is far even exceeding users who compare with Minecraft.Roblox is now also on mobile devices, Xbox, and virtual reality, too. Roblox generator is a fantastic tool where users or players can easily create
multiple worlds to play with each other; There are even different categories where you can create your world as obstacle courses or competitive shooters. The best thing people like about gaming is having conventions about that game. Roblox organizes various conferences around the world where people can meet and
share ideas. Playing a popular game can also make you famous, and Roblox is one of those platforms. Various players became famous now, just playing at Roblox. These little things are what encourage you to become a good player. Making a career in games is what a gamer wants, and Roblox provides that platform
for users. Just stick to the game and your fan base will increase because this game offers so much freedom and interaction with other players that you would always be interested in the game. In this article I will explain how to use our free robux generator:What is Robux in Roblox? Almost all games have currencies in
the game, as they cannot spend real money. Robux is a game currency for the Roblox game. It will cost you real money to get it, but you can use this to buy goods in the store. You can buy various items such as shirts, caps, and fabulous outfits. This currency in the game is beneficial, as you can buy private servers to
play it with your friends online. In addition, all the items in the Roblox game catalog sold by this currency, so it is important to buy if you want to get something. Another best thing about robux is the concept is excellent and easily understandable. Instead of just spending real money in online games, it is easy and
affordable to use a currency in the game. Offers also help in making the game more attractive. You can even use this currency as a gift. You can give this precious robux to gift friends so they can also buy cool things and look better. Another good thing about robux is transaction security. It is easy and secure to trade
robux from your real currency. The server is safe and easy to use; purchase protection is the priority of the Roblox game. What is Robux Generator Tool? Robux generator is a fantastic tool used to get free in-game currency of Roblox game, which is robux. Robux is an important element of the game because it is used to
buy things in the game. There are various generators available online to get free robux currency. The steps are comfortable and anyone can quickly get free robux. It is safe to use and requires nothing but just your name in the game. Robux generates free currency and inserts it directly into your account for you to use.
How Robux Generator No Survey Tool WorkOur generator is very secure and can provide you with a safe connection to servers, which will give you free, easy robux. 128-bit SSL encryption is powerful, and the process is also secure. Our generator connects to the server and sends a query that is encrypted. The server
then receives this query to generate robux. After generating robux, the server sends the message to your account along with the generated robux. After this, robux will show into your account that you need to log in and play the Roblox game. Now let's get into a free robux generator. How to use free Robux No Survey
ToolUse a robux generator is one of the easiest steps you can do. All you need is your name in the game and the platform you use to play the game. First, to go robux generator and enter your username. Then select the platform you are using; after this step, enter how much robux you want, and then click on generate.
Our servers will deliver free robux in minutes. Sometimes it takes longer to transfer robux, but it will give to your account. The tool itself is clear as crystal and transferred to an online situation, so there is no compelling reason to download software on your PC or laptops, such as a DLL injector. When the site is stacked,
start by entering the user name or your related to how much robux you need. At the next point, select the platform where you are play that game (Android, X-Box, Windows, Etc.), but the game is pretty much available for each platform, so it doesn't matter what you choose, pc or Xbox.Steps to generate free RobuxFirst
Access robux generator. Enter your username or email addressSelect Platform (For example, Android, Windows, Etc)Now select serverAfter server Choose how much robux you want to use the drop-down menuNow click the generate buttonOn you have done these steps, then you will get transfer free robux into your
account. Now that you're signed in, you'll then be able to start your path towards creating or including your choice of robux in your account. The connection is 100% precise and secure, so don't worry about any site crashes or tool errors. 100% is something of an insure number. From here, time is actually different on the
extent to which everything will take to process. You can get robux as around 10 minutes, while sometimes it can take a few hours. We can only theory that this has something to do with how fast their servers are at that time. Final WordRoblox game is one of the most popular games in the world right now, and with this
amazing platform, you can do amazing things. With the freedom to create servers and create games, it's easy to have fun. Fun.
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